Encapsulating cells in biodegradable hydrogels offers numerous attractive features for tissue engineering, including ease of handling, a highly hydrated tissue-like environment for cell and tissue growth, and the ability to form in vivo. Many properties important to the design of a hydrogel scaffold, such as swelling, mechanical properties, degradation, and diffusion, are closely linked to the crosslinked structure of the hydrogel, which is controlled through a variety of different processing conditions. Degradation may be tuned by incorporating hydrolytically or enzymatically labile segments into the hydrogel or by using natural biopolymers that are susceptible to enzymatic degradation. Because cells are present during the gelation process, the number of suitable chemistries and formulations are limited. In this review, we describe important considerations for designing biodegradable hydrogels for cell encapsulation and highlight recent advances in material design and their applications in tissue engineering.
INTRODUCTION
O NE OF THE PRIMARY GOALS of tissue engineering is to develop strategies that regenerate living, healthy, and functional tissues that can be used as tissue grafts or even organ replacements. The general approach is to utilize threedimensional (3D) scaffolds that serve as temporary supports for cell growth and new tissue development. The scaffold may be designed as purely a structural support providing passive cues to the cells or with biological cues incorporated into the scaffold to guide cell and tissue growth. There are two main strategies in utilizing scaffolds for tissue engineering: (i) cells are seeded onto prefabricated porous scaffolds or (ii) cells are encapsulated during scaffold formation. In the former strategy, a wide range of hydrophilic and/or hydrophobic precursors can be used, and the fabrication process may involve harsh solvents and/or reactants, as long as the final product is cell friendly. In cell encapsulation strategies, the process by which scaffolds form must be cytocompatible, which significantly limits the number of suitable materials and formulations. This strategy, however, offers several advantages. Because the encapsulation pro-cess is mild, this strategy is often employable as an injectable system where cells suspended in a liquid precursor solution are delivered in vivo to the site of interest. In addition, by curing the hydrogel directly at the site of interest, the precursor solution can diffuse into the adjacent tissue, leading to enhanced adhesion of the scaffold to the tissue without requiring glue or sutures. 1 Hydrogels are attractive biomaterials for numerous medical applications-in particular, scaffolds for tissue engineering. 2 Hydrogels are water swellable, yet water insoluble, crosslinked networks that exhibit high water contents and tissue-like elastic properties. These attributes make them ideal candidates as scaffolds for growing cells and tissues. A subset of hydrogels, which are formed from biocompatible macromolecular precursors and mild gelation conditions, has been developed. As a result, hydrogels are used to encapsulate cells in 3D scaffolds. The earliest work in cell encapsulation utilized naturally forming and biodegradable hydrogels prepared from collagen, fibrin, or alginate. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] Although these studies demonstrated early successes in growing tissues, the gelation process, mechanical properties, and degradation rates are difficult to control. Ultimately, tissue engineering aims to engineer living tissues with structural and biochemical similarity to the native tissue such that the engineered tissue can function properly in vivo. For this reason, there is a need to better control gelation conditions for cell encapsulation and in vivo formation and to tailor the hydrogel chemistry, macroscopic properties, and degradation to promote functional tissue growth. Toward this goal, many recent strategies have focused on synthetic hydrogels, which afford greater control over each of these aspects, while the addition of natural chemistries into syntheticbased gels has been explored to create bioactive hydrogels.
This review describes important considerations in designing a suitable biodegradable hydrogel for cell encapsulation based on lessons learned. We also highlight recent advances in hydrogel design for cell encapsulation and recent progress made toward regenerative medicine and tissue engineering.
HYDROGEL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR CELL ENCAPSULATION
In designing a suitable hydrogel for cell encapsulation, there are several criteria that must be considered. Cells are suspended in a liquid precursor solution prior to encapsulation. The process by which gelation occurs must be mild and cell friendly. The hydrogel structure and chemistry must be suitable for cell survival and tissue formation, while its degradation must closely follow tissue growth. Finally, the degradation products must not adversely affect the encapsulated cells. These steps are depicted in Figure 1 . If the hydrogel is to be formed in vivo, biocompatibility of precursors and degradation products as well as changes in degradation kinetics due to the in vivo environment must be considered. Of equal importance is designing an encapsulation process that can be approved by the FDA and be clinically acceptable by patients and surgeons. Together, these stringent requirements limit the number of suitable chemistries and formulations that can be used to encapsulate cells. However, as we gain a better understanding of the criteria involved in cell encapsulation strategies, more and more successful systems are being developed. Table 1 lists several examples of recent materials that have been developed and successfully used to encapsulate cells for a range of tissue engineering applications. We include their precursors, crosslinking and degradation mechanisms, and cells encapsulated.
Liquid precursors and gelation mechanisms
Hydrogels are formed through a variety of gelation mechanisms where polymer chains are crosslinked by covalent, ionic, or physical bonds. Naturally forming hydrogels are typically formed by either physical or ionic crosslinks. Covalently crosslinked hydrogels have become more attractive, because they offer tunability of many of the hydrogel properties, such as mechanical properties and degradation. However, they introduce additional components into the system that must be examined for cytocompatibility.
Because cells are suspended in a liquid precursor solution prior to the encapsulation process, the choice of precursors is limited to water-soluble components. In addition, the aqueous solution must be buffered with appropriate osmolality to prevent cell lysis. Cell encapsulation strategies involving covalently crosslinked hydrogels are typically fabricated from macromolecular monomers (i.e., macromers) derived from biocompatible polymers rather than low-molecular-weight monomers, which are generally cytotoxic. 8, 9 In general, macromers with molecular weight of 3 kDa or greater are used when encapsulating cells.
The most common mechanisms to create covalently crosslinked hydrogels for cell encapsulation are through radical chain polymerizations and chemical crosslinking. The combination of radical and step growth polymerization, termed mixed-mode polymerization, has recently been explored for cell encapsulation. Each mechanism utilizes a unique set of liquid precursors containing multifunctional macromers to enable crosslinking. Together, these components must be examined for cytocompatibility, and each system exhibits limitations with respect to its suitability for cell encapsulation.
Radical chain polymerization. Biocompatible polymers (synthetic and natural) have been modified to contain two or more vinyl groups [e.g., (meth)acrylate or fumarate] to create multifunctional macromers. In the presence of an initiator and in certain systems an initiating signal (e.g., a FIG. 1. Cell encapsulation strategies involve mixing cells with precursors in a liquid solution followed by gelation and encapsulation of cells. The crosslinked structure will largely dictate diffusion of newly synthesized ECM molecules, and therefore, degradation of the scaffold must closely follow ECM synthesis and macroscopic tissue development. The gel precursors, gelation mechanisms, and degradation products must be cytocompatible. change in temperature or exposure to light), radicals are generated that propagate through multiple carbon-carbon double bonds to form high-molecular-weight kinetic chains that are covalently crosslinked in the network. The presence of initiators, which are typically small molecules, and generation of radicals, however, may be toxic to cells. Radical concentration will be dependent on several factors, including initiator chemistry and concentration, degree of the initiating signal (e.g., light intensity), and polymerization kinetics. Therefore, careful consideration must be taken in choosing the appropriate initiating conditions to minimize exposure to potentially damaging photoinitiator molecules and radicals. Nonetheless, radical chain polymerizations are attractive for encapsulating cells, because the polymerization reaction is fast, on the order of seconds to several minutes. Thermal, 10 redox, 11, 12 and photoinitiating conditions 13, 14 have been successfully used to encapsulate a range of cells (Table 1) . Redox-initiating systems are comprised of a twocomponent initiator system consisting of, for example, a peroxide oxidizing agent and an amine reducing agent, which when mixed form active centers to initiate polymerization. The redox system, ammonium persulfate and N,N,N 0 ,N 0tetramethylethylenediamine, has been used to encapsulate bone marrow stromal stem cells and chondrocytes. 11, 12 Cytotoxicity of several redox-initiating systems was examined, and their toxicity was primarily dependent on the pH of the individual initiators and to a lesser degree on the active centers produced by combining the two initiators. 15 Cytotoxicity of several photoinitiators has also been examined where the initiator chemistry and concentration influenced cell viability, which was found to be dependent on cell division rate. 16, 17 In addition to initiator chemistry and concentration, radical concentration and length of exposure to radicals will have a profound effect on cell viability. For example, two photoinitiators, 2,2-demethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA) and 2-hydroxy-1-[4-(hydroxyethoxy)phenyl]-2-methyl-1-propanone (Irgacure 2959, a trademark name of Ciba Specialty Chemical, Newport, Delaware) at concentrations deemed cytocompatible were employed to encapsulate bovine chondrocytes in poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) hydrogels by UV exposure for 6 min. 17 Cell survival was high when Irgacure 2959 was used, but few cells survived using DMPA. However, Mann et al. 18 successfully photoencapsulated rat aortic smooth muscle cells in a biodegradable poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) hydrogel using DMPA in N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) when a short 20-s UV exposure was used. These findings suggest that radical chemistry, photoinitiator efficiency (i.e., the ability of a photoinitiator to produce radicals), and exposure time dramatically affect cell viability. Visible light photoinitiating conditions have also been used to encapsulate cells to minimize the potentially damaging effects of UV irradiation. Several common visible light photoinitiating systems used in cell encapsulation include eosin-Y and triethanolamine and camphorquinone. 19, 20, 21 Together, these studies illustrate the importance of choosing the appropriate initiator(s) and initiating conditions for cell encapsulation strategies, which involve radical chain polymerizations.
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Chemical crosslinking. Alternative strategies have been employed to encapsulate cells in hydrogels fabricated by chemical crosslinking or step-growth polymerization. One attractive feature of this type of crosslinking mechanism is that it does not require any additional components, such as an initiator. 22 For example, hyaluronic acid (HA) has been In addition to Borax, gel also forms crosslinks between amine groups on gelatin and dialdehyde groups on alginate. 
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NICODEMUS AND BRYANT modified with thiol side groups, which in the presence of air form a disulfide crosslink. 23 This mechanism was used to successfully encapsulate fibroblasts; however, the gelation process required several hours. 23 Alternatively, Michael-type addition reactions have been explored for cell encapsulation, which exhibit gelation times on the order of minutes. 22, 24 Michael-type addition involves the reaction between a nucleophilic thiolate, the reactive form of the thiol, and an electrophile, such as unsaturated ester, to form a thioether linkage. Typically, thiolates form under slightly basic conditions (e.g., pH 8.0), but the pKa of the thiol can be adjusted by altering the chemistry adjacent to the thiol to increase its reactivity at neutral pH. 24, 25 Multifunctional macromers containing vinyl sulfones and acrylates have been used as the unsaturated ester macromer for cell encapsulation strategies. 22, 26, 27 Thiol containing polysaccharides and proteins or peptides containing cysteine amino acid residues have been used in cell encapsulation strategies. 22, 24, 28 These studies demonstrate that the basic environment, as well as the thiolate reactive species, does not adversely affect cells. Unlike chain polymerizations that produce kinetic chains as a result of the polymerization, chemical crosslinking does not produce any additional components during polymerization; therefore, no additional components are produced during degradation. 29 However, the gelation rates are typically slower compared to radical chain polymerizations.
Mixed-mode polymerizations. More recently, a mixedmode gelation scheme of chain and step-growth polymerization reactions was employed based on multifunctional macromers containing thiols and acrylate macromers where the reaction is mediated by radicals in the presence or absence of an initiator. 30, 31 This reaction scheme involves the step-growth reaction between a thiol and acrylate to form thioether linkages and the homopolymerization of acrylates to form kinetic chains. The molar ratio of thiol to acrylates in the reaction mixture controls many of the network properties, and presence of thiols reduces the molecular weight of the resulting kinetic chains. 32, 33 Human mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) were successfully encapsulated in a mixedmode reaction (step and chain polymerizations) from PEG diacrylate and multithiol containing peptides. 31 The authors noted that when high concentrations of unreacted thiol remained in the network, significant cell death occurred, which was attributed to changes in pH. 31 Several advantages for using mixed-mode polymerization reactions for cell encapsulation include faster polymerization times compared to step-growth polymerization or chemical crosslinking, shorter kinetic chains (which will be important in tuning degradation), and the ease with which peptides may be incorporated into the network.
Hydrogel structure and chemistry
The ability to control the molecular structure of the hydrogel enables tuning of many hydrogel macroscopic prop-erties important in scaffold design, for example, swelling, mechanical properties, diffusion, and degradation. These properties are closely related to the degree of crosslinking where an increase in the crosslinking density results in gels with higher mechanical strengths, but lower swelling capabilities and decreased mesh sizes. The mesh size is a measure of the distance between crosslinks and influences diffusive properties through the hydrogel. In designing hydrogels for tissue engineering, there are competing factors in the design. For example, a hydrogel with high mechanical strength is attractive when the gel will experience large stresses, for example, in situ placement for articular cartilage tissue engineering. However, swelling and diffusional capabilities are sacrificed. Therefore, there is a fine balance in designing a hydrogel with appropriate properties that exhibit sufficient mechanical integrity without sacrificing cell viability and tissue growth. Chondrocytes have been successfully encapsulated in high-moduli biodegradable PEG gels that exhibit initial compressive moduli of *900 kPa, which is in the range of native cartilage. 34 A recent review by Peppas et al. 2 describes the theoretical approaches for determining network structure of crosslinked hydrogels using equilibrium-swelling and rubber-elasticity theories.
An important aspect in cell encapsulation strategies is the fact that cells are entrapped in a 3D structure. The mesh size is significantly smaller than the size of a cell and therefore acts to retain the cells inside the gel. Typical mesh sizes for crosslinked PEG hydrogels used in cell encapsulation are in the range of *40 to 200 Å , which was estimated from equilibrium-swelling theory. 35 The mesh size will not only control diffusion of nutrients and other biological signaling molecules (e.g., growth factors) from the surrounding medium to the entrapped cells, but will also control diffusion of tissue-specific molecules secreted by the cells. Several studies have demonstrated that the hydrogel structure dramatically influences distribution of newly synthesized matrix molecules within the hydrogel, playing a pivotal role in 3D macroscopic tissue development. 14, 36, 37 In addition to the structure, hydrogel chemistry plays an important role in cell function and initially cell survival. Hydrophilic polymers, such as PEG, resist protein adsorption and cell adhesion. Chondrocytes and osteoblasts encapsulated in PEG hydrogels survive well without the addition of any biological signals. 38, 39 However, many cell types are attachment dependent and require cell adhesion sites to survive. For example, human MSCs encapsulated in PEG hydrogels require the addition of a cell adhesion component, such as the oligopeptide sequence Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD), for cell survival. 31, 40 Rat marrow stromal cells encapsulated in biodegradable oligo(polyethylene glycol) fumarate (OPF) hydrogels, however, survived without any cell adhesion moieties. 11 The incorporation of other biological cues into synthetic hydrogels has also been investigated to control cellular functions and promote tissue growth. [41] [42] [43] Alternatively, strategies have developed natural hydrogel environments by mimicking the native extracellular matrix (ECM),
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which not only promote cell-matrix interactions with the hydrogel but also sequester important growth factors that can augment tissue growth. 28, 44 Gel degradation
There are a number of factors that influence hydrogel degradation, including the number of degradable linkages as well as its chemistry, presence of cells, and the in vivo environment. Biodegradable hydrogels formed via ionic or physical crosslinks may break down by processes that reverse the gelation mechanism. For example, solutes present in the in vivo environment and/or deposition of new tissue can lead to exchange of divalent cations for monovalent cations in alginate gels, leading to dissolution of polymer chains or the disruption of hydrogen bonds associated with physical crosslinks. In many cases, hydrogels are designed with explicit degradable sequences programmed into the crosslinked structure, which enable control and tuning of the degradation rate and profile. These gels are designed to degrade by hydrolysis, enzyme-mediated processes, or a combination.
Unlike porous prefabricated scaffolds where significant tissue can fill the large open pores (typically *200 mm in diameter) prior to scaffold degradation, tissue evolution and hydrogel degradation are closely linked in cell encapsulation strategies. Specifically, the gel mesh size, which controls ECM diffusion, increases with degradation, and therefore, must closely match secretion of newly synthesized ECM.
If degradation occurs too quickly, the cell-laden hydrogel will simply dissolve. If degradation is too slow, a buildup of ECM will occur in the pericellular regions. The latter event will not only affect tissue growth, but may also influence cell function. For instance, many ECM proteins bind to cell surface receptors to initiate a cascade of intracellular signaling events that may ultimately affect the type of tissue produced. 45 During degradation, hydrolytically or enzymatically susceptible linkages are broken, and when a certain number of linkages are broken (depending on the structure of the gel), mass is eroded from the gel. A typical plot of mass loss versus time for crosslinked hydrogels is shown in Figure 2 . There are several characteristic features of the mass loss profile. As linkages are cleaved, mass loss increases with time until there are no longer a sufficient number of crosslinks to maintain a 3D network, at which time the remaining highly branched chains dissolve. At this point, a sharp increase in mass loss is observed, and this phenomenon is referred to as reverse gelation. The degradation profile can be controlled through a variety of mechanisms. 46 Degradation kinetics can be controlled through the chemistry of the degradable linker; for example, ester linkages associated with lactic acid degrade much more rapidly than ester linkages of caprolactone, 47 while enzymatically susceptible linkages having slightly different amino acid sequences can have different reactivities toward the same enzyme. 48 The structure of the gel can also influence the degradation profile where more highly crosslinked gels lead to overall longer degradation times. 46 In radical chain polymerization reactions, the kinetic chain length also influences mass loss profiles. When longer kinetic chains are present, more crosslinks must be broken before the chains are eroded from the gel, which increases overall degradation time and delays reverse gelation. 46, 49 The majority of hydrogels engineered to degrade hydrolytically typically hydrolyze via an ester linkage located in the crosslink or backbone of the hydrogel. Examples of hydrolytically labile linkages used in hydrogels for cell encapsulation include a-hydroxy esters (e.g., lactic acid and epsilon-caprolactone), 36, 39 fumarate, 11, 50 and phosphoesters. 51, 52 In hydrolytically degradable hydrogels, degradation immediately begins when the linkages are exposed to an aqueous environment, and therefore, degradation rate and overall time must be tuned for each cell type and tissue application. Figure 3A and B illustrates the impact of tuning the degradation of a hydrolytically degradable gel on cellcell interactions for osteogenesis of human MSCs. 53 When encapsulated in PEG hydrogels, MSCs adopted a spherical morphology. However, with sufficient degradation, cells were able to migrate toward one another to form cell-cell junctions and adopt a more osteoblastic phenotype. Bimodal degradation schemes have also been investigated to tune degradation and gel structure for enhanced tissue deposition. [54] [55] [56] For example, bimodal degradable hydrogels were prepared by copolymerizing biodegradable PEG and PVA macromers, which exhibit different degradation kinetics 
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NICODEMUS AND BRYANT for cartilage tissue engineering (Fig. 3C, D) . 56 The fastdegrading linkages associated with PVA enabled significant deposition of the cartilage-specific matrix molecules in the hydrogel after 2 weeks in vitro. Interestingly, void spaces were present, which was attributed to the fast degradation of the PVA chains, but by 6 weeks, cells and tissue had completely filled these gaps and a macroscopic tissue containing glycosaminoglycans and collagen was present.
Alternatively, hydrogels have been engineered where their degradation is cell mediated, leading to localized degradation of the gel. This process may provide a means to maintain mechanical integrity of the hydrogel during degradation. There are two common strategies for creating enzymatically degradable hydrogels. Hydrogels may be fabricated from natural biopolymers, for example, HA, which degrades by cell-secreted enzymes, for example, hyaluronidase. 23, 57 The other strategy is to program short amino acid sequences into the hydrogel network, which are susceptible to enzymatic cleavage. 58 Examples of enzymatically degradable segments used in cell encapsulation strategies include polysaccharidebased gels (e.g., HA 24, 57, 59, 60 and chondroitin sulfate 28, 61, 62 ) and peptide-based linkages that are susceptible to plasmin 63 or matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). 22 Figure 3E and F illustrates localized degradation of a proteolytically degradable PEG hydrogel in the immediate region of an encapsulated fibroblast. 64 The authors incorporated a collagenase-sensitive fluorgenic substrate into PEG hydrogels to enable visualization at the site of degradation. In the presence of an MMP inhibitor, no lamellipodia projecting from the edge of the cell or fluorescent activity was observed.
The presence of cells, as well as the in vivo environment, will also impact degradation kinetics of the hydrogel. Martens et al. 56 demonstrated that overall degradation time was significantly less when biodegradable PEG hydrogels containing poly(lactic acid) (PLA)-degradable linkages were cultured in serum containing cell culture medium compared to a phosphate-buffered saline solution. This study demonstrates that the complex mixture of proteins present in serum, including bovine serum albumin, which has previously been shown to degrade PLA, 65, 66 significantly enhances degradation of hydrolytically labile PEG-PLA-based hydrogels. On the contrary, this effect was not observed in PEG-based hydrogels containing fumarate as the degradable linker, suggesting the fumarate ester linkage may not be as susceptible to serum containing proteases. 10 Interestingly, Bryant et al. 36 demonstrated that the presence of cells slowed degradation of biodegradable PEG gels containing PLA as the degradable linkage. This finding was attributed, in part, to differences in water contents between the cell-free and cell-laden gels. The in vivo environment is known to accelerate cleavage of ester bonds 65, 66 and, for example, significantly accelerated degradation of hydrolytically biodegradable PEG-PLA-based gels. 36 In tuning the degradation of the hydrogel, there are many factors that must be considered, including the type and length of the degradable linker as well as the culture environment. These factors will directly influence the structural evolution of the hydrogel, which subsequently impact the spatial deposition of newly synthesized tissues.
Practical considerations
Ultimately for a cell encapsulation strategy to be successful, a number of practical factors must be considered in addition to the fundamental design criteria described above. 53 (C, D) Engineered cartilage after 2 (C) and 6 (D) weeks in vitro culture (glycosaminoglycans stained red). Chondrocytes were encapsulated in a biodegradable PEG-co-PVA hydrogel exhibiting bimodal degradation. Reprinted with permission from Martens et al. 56 (E, F) Fibroblasts encapsulated in an enzymatically degradable PEG hydrogel. When crosslinks are degraded, fluorescence is emitted at the degradation site enabling spatial visualization of the degrading gel. After 7 days postencapsulation, cell-mediated degradation was observed only in the direction of the extended process (E); however, when treated with an MMP inhibitor, no cell-mediated degradation was observed (F). Reproduced with permission from Lee et al. 64 Color images available online at www.liebertpub.com/ten.
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The process must be easily scaled up for manufacturing; marketable; accepted by surgeons, patients, and healthcare providers; and receive FDA approval. [67] [68] [69] [70] If the encapsulation process is to be performed in situ, additional considerations are necessary. The starting materials must be easy to handle. For example, a viscous solution injected in vivo will remain in place more easily than a low viscosity solution. The encapsulation process must be fast, on the order of seconds to minutes to be clinically accepted. A recent review by Prestwich describes a ''user-driven design criteria'' approach to tissue engineering and highlights many of these practical considerations. 70 Incorporating these considerations into the early stages of the design will significantly enhance the translation of a cell encapsulation strategy from the bench to the clinic. 70 
HYDROGELS USED IN CELL ENCAPSULATION AND THEIR APPLICATIONS IN TISSUE ENGINEERING
There are two main categories of hydrogels: (i) naturally forming hydrogels, such as collagen, fibrin, and alginate, where all components are natural polymers and (ii) synthetic hydrogels. The latter category encompasses a wide array of hydrogels, including purely synthetic polymers, natural biopolymers that have been modified or synthetically built, and biomimetic hydrogels that incorporate bioactivity into synthetic hydrogels. Synthetic-based hydrogels afford greater control over gelation and polymerization conditions, final macroscopic structure of the hydrogel, and degradation kinetics. In addition, the synthetic approach enables incorporation of biological signals into the network in a highly controlled and reproducible fashion. These attributes are particularly desirable when tuning a cell encapsulation strategy for a specific application. Here, we present several recent advances in synthetic-based hydrogels, which we categorize into three areas: (i) naturally derived hydrogels, (ii) synthetic hydrogels, and (iii) biomimetic hydrogels.
Naturally derived hydrogels
DNA-based gels. Recently, a new class of biocompatible and biodegradable hydrogels was fabricated entirely from synthesized branched DNA molecules. These multibranched DNA macromers are designed to self-assemble, and in the presence of DNA ligase, covalent linkages are formed between the ends of the branches, which lead a crosslinked hydrogel. 71 The mechanical properties were tuned through the degree of DNA branching and ranged from 1 to 40 kPa. As a proof of concept, Chinese hamster ovary cells were successfully encapsulated in the DNA crosslinked hydrogel. 71 Protein-based gels. Proteins are attractive materials for designing bioactive scaffolds, because cells recognize and bind to specific sites within proteins, as well as secrete enzymes that may degrade specific amino acid sequences. Although many naturally forming protein-based gels, like collagen and fibrin, exhibit these qualities, the gels are not easily tailored. There have been significant advances in peptide-based hydrogels aimed at harnessing these attractive qualities, which are inherent to proteins, but in ways that are tailorable. For example, Ahmed et al. 21 explored the use of exogenously delivering inhibitors to control degradation of cell-mediated fibrin gels, which led to enhanced accumulation of tissue. Hoshikawa et al. 72 created covalently crosslinked gelatin hydrogels by modifying gelatin with styrene groups, which enabled photocrosslinking. Crosslinking minimized gel shrinkage, which is typically observed with physically crosslinked collagen gels; however, the crosslinking resulted in a marked decrease in cell proliferation when compared to traditional collagen gels. 72 As an alternative to natural proteins, several groups have explored synthetic peptides that are relatively short *15to 20-mer amino acid sequences designed to self-assemble into a hydrogel under certain environmental conditions. [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] One strategy was recently developed based on an amphiphilic peptide containing positively charged lysine residues. 75 At neutral pH, the positively charged lysine residues facilitate dissolution in aqueous mediums of low ionic strengths. However, when the peptide solution was mixed with cell culture medium containing a high concentration of electrolytes, the lysine residues become shielded, causing the hydrophobic regions of the peptide to rapidly assemble and form a crosslinked hydrogel. An interesting attribute of this peptide gel is the fact that under a shear stress, the crosslinked gel undergoes shear thinning resulting in a viscous gel, but fully recovers to its original solid network when the stress is relieved. This process enables an already formed cell-laden gel to be delivered in situ through a syringe and was successfully demonstrated with encapsulated MSCs. 75 Elastin-like peptides (ELPs) have been genetically engineered with precisely controlled sequences, molecular weights, and gelation temperatures to create a suite of protein-based hydrogels for tissue engineering. 78, 80, 81 When human adipose-derived adult stem cells were encapsulated in ELP hydrogels, the ELP environment was sufficient to promote chondrogenesis without the addition of chondrogenic medium, suggesting that cues from the hydrogel matrix are sufficient to induce stem cell differentiation. 78 Self-assembling peptide amphiphile nanofibers have also been designed to include bioactive sequences and have been used in tissue engineering applications. 79, [82] [83] [84] In particular, these nanofibers self-assemble to form hydrogel matrices that support cell encapsulation and have been explored as a preosteoblastic cell carrier for bone regeneration. 84 In another study, fibrinogen and its fragments were reacted with PEG diacrylate via Michael-type addition to create a crosslinkable peptide where the core peptide was flanked with multiple PEG tethers each endcapped with an 156 NICODEMUS AND BRYANT acrylate to create a multivinyl peptide macromer. 85 The incorporation of fibrinogen introduces proteolytic and cell adhesion sites into the PEG hydrogel. The properties of the hydrogel and its degradation rates were controlled through the molecular weight of the core fibrinogen fragment. When bovine aortic smooth muscle cells were encapsulated in PEG-fibrinogen gels, cells exhibited spreading and attachment to the gel, whereas in pure PEG gels, cells remained rounded showing no signs of interaction with the gel.
Synthetic peptides hold great promise in designing hydrogel carriers with a wealth of bioactive signals programmed directly into the hydrogel matrix. For example, one could envision incorporation of cell adhesion moieties, biochemical cues to promote tissue deposition, and specific enzyme-sensitive sequences for cell-mediated degradation. However, one of the drawbacks of self-assembled peptides is their weak mechanical properties. 74 Polysaccharide-based gels. Several nonmammalian and mammalian polysaccharides have been explored for cell encapsulation, and they include alginate, chitosan, HA, and chondroitin sulfate. Alginate and chitosan form crosslinked hydrogels under certain solution conditions, while HA and chondroitin sulfate must be modified to contain crosslinkable groups to form a hydrogel.
Alginate is a natural, nonmammalian, polysaccharide that forms a gel in the presence of divalent cations via ionic crosslinking. Although the properties of the hydrogel can be controlled to some degree through changes in the alginate precursor (molecular weight, composition, and macromer concentration), 86 alginate does not degrade, but rather dissolves when the divalent cations are replaced by monovalent ions. In addition, alginate does not promote cell interactions. 87 To overcome these limitations, a biodegradable alginate macromer was synthesized by partial oxidation where the degree of oxidation controlled overall degradation time. 88 Cell adhesion has been incorporated into the alginate network either through the addition of RGD, a cell adhesion oligopeptide, 87, 89 or by copolymerizing alginate with gelatin. 90 Oxidized alginate copolymerized with gelatin was recently examined for liver tissue engineering where the gel supported hepatocyte encapsulation and function as seen by an increase in albumin secretion with culture time and complete degradation of the gel occurred in 5 weeks in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution. 90 Light-activated gelation of alginate 91 was recently employed to encapsulate rat bone marrow cells through the release of calcium chloride from light-sensitive liposomes suspended in the alginate-cell solution. 92 Chitosan is made by partially deacetylating chitin, a natural nonmammalian polysaccharide, which exhibits a close resemblance to mammalian polysaccharides making it attractive for cell encapsulation. 93 Chitosan degrades predominantly by lysozyme through hydrolysis of the acetylated residues. 94 Higher degrees of deacetylation lead to slower degradation times, but better cell adhesion due to increased hydrophobicity. 95 Under dilute acid conditions (pH < 6), chitosan is positively charged and water soluble, while at physiological pH, chitosan is neutral and hydrophobic, leading to the formation of a solid physically crosslinked hydrogel. The addition of polyol salts has been used to enable encapsulation of cells at neutral pH, where gelation becomes temperature dependent. 96 Several approaches have explored methods to covalently crosslink chitosan to better control the macroscopic gel properties. Chitosan has a plethora of amine and hydroxyl groups that can be readily modified. For example, Hong et al. 12 modified chitosan by grafting methacrylic acid to create a crosslinkable macromer while also grafting lactic acid to enhance its water solubility at physiological pH. This crosslinked chitosan hydrogel readily degraded in the presence of lysozyme and showed signs of degradation in the presence of chondrocytes without exogenous delivery of the enzyme. In a separate study, a photopolymerizable chitosan macromer was synthesized by modifying chitosan with photoreactive azidobenzoic acid groups. 97, 98 Upon exposure to UV in the absence of any initiator, reactive nitrene groups are formed that react with each other or other amine groups on the chitosan to form an azo crosslink. 97, 98 The addition of RGD was necessary to promote myoblast cell attachment, and cardiomyocytes were successfully encapsulated in this crosslinked gel. 98 In a separate study, polylysine was grafted to chitosan to enhance the microenvironment for neural cell growth. 99 When fetal mouse cortical cells were encapsulated in chitosan-g-polylysine gels, neurite extensions were observed in the 3D gel cultures and the number of cells expressing neurite extensions was dependent on the amount of grafted polylysine. 99 Chondroitin sulfate makes up a large percentage of structural proteoglycans found in many tissues, including skin, cartilage, tendons, and heart valves, making it an attractive biopolymer for a range of tissue engineering applications. Photocrosslinked chondroitin sulfate hydrogels have been prepared by modifying chondroitin sulfate with methacrylate groups. 61, 100 The hydrogel properties were readily controlled by the degree of methacrylate substitution and macromer concentration in solution prior to polymerization. 100 Further, the negatively charged polymer creates increased swelling pressures allowing the gel to imbibe more water without sacrificing its mechanical properties. 61, 100 Crosslinked chondroitin sulfate remained susceptible to chondroitinase, an enzyme produced by mammalian cells, which specifically targets its degradation. 61, 100 Interestingly, when chondrocytes were encapsulated in chondroitin sulfate hydrogel, there was no evidence of glycosaminoglycan or collagen production after 6 weeks in vitro. 62 However, the addition of PEG into the crosslinked network supported ECM deposition, suggesting that pure chondroitin sulfate has an inhibitory effect on chondrocyte bioactivity. 62 This finding was attributed to the fact that glycosaminoglycans interact with a wide variety of proteins, 101 which may CELL ENCAPSULATION IN BIODEGRADABLE HYDROGELS prevent serum proteins from interacting with the entrapped cells and therefore negatively impacting ECM deposition. However, copolymer hydrogels comprising chondroitin sulfate and an inert polymer, such as PEG or PVA, may provide a more suitable environment for cartilage regeneration. 61, 62, 100 Photopolymerizable chondroitin sulfate has been recently employed as an adhesive layer to enhance adhesion of the cell-hydrogel construct to the host tissue. 102 HA, a glycosaminoglycan present in many tissues throughout the body, exhibits a wide range of biological activities, playing an important role in embryonic development, wound healing, and angiogenesis. 103, 104 In addition, HA interacts with cells through cell-surface receptors to influence intracellular signaling pathways. 105 Together, these qualities make HA attractive for tissue engineering scaffolds. Recent strategies have included modifying HA with crosslinkable moieties, namely methacrylates 57,59,106 and thiols, 24, 28 to enable cell encapsulation. Crosslinked HA gels remain susceptible to degradation by hyaluronidase, which breaks HA into oligosaccharide fragments of varying molecular weights. 24, 59 Interestingly, low-molecular-weight oligosaccharide HA fragments significantly enhanced valvular interstitial cell proliferation and elastin production. This study demonstrated a positive feedback mechanism where cell-mediated degradation enhanced heart valve tissue growth. 59 Chung et al. 106 encapsulated auricular chondrocytes in photopolymerized HA hydrogels where the gel structure was controlled by the macromer concentration and macromer molecular weight. When implanted in subcutaneous pockets of nude mice, the resulting cartilaginous tissue growth was highly dependent on the initial HA structure where the lowest macromer concentration, corresponding to the lowest crosslinking density, promoted better tissue growth while molecular weight had less of an effect. In addition, photopolymerized hyaluronan and dextran hydrogels have been recently described as environments that maintain long-term culture of undifferentiated human embryonic stem cells. 107, 108 The stem cells were easily extracted from the hydrogel by enzyme treatment and maintained their ability to form embryoid bodies and differentiation capability. 107, 108 HA hydrogels have also been fabricated through Michaeltype addition reaction mechanisms where either acrylated HA is reacted with PEG-tetrathiol 26 or thiol-modified HA is reacted with PEG diacrylate. 24, 28, 109 The former reaction scheme was used to produce networks for MSC encapsulation and bone regeneration. 26 In this study, new bone growth was observed in an in vivo rat calvarial defect model when the HA hydrogel containing MSCs filled the defect compared to the hydrogel alone. 26 The latter reaction scheme has been used in several cell encapsulation strategies. 24, 28, 109 For example, adipose-derived stem cells were encapsulated in these HA hydrogels in the presence or absence of a placental decellular matrix. 109 Cell morphology was markedly different depending on the seeding strategy. Interestingly, cells that were allowed to adhere to the decellular matrix prior to encapsulation showed reduced ability to differentiate into adipocytes when compared to cells localized in the bulk HA gel, which retained a spherical morphology. 109 A similar HA hydrogel was used to encapsulate dorsal root ganglia and which promoted neurite outgrowth. 110 A new class of hydrogels has been fabricated based on click chemistry 111 in which HA derivatives were synthesized to contain azide or alkyne functional groups that when reacted together form a crosslinked network suitable for cell encapsulation. 112 Synthetic ECM analogs. In an effort to recapitulate the native microenvironment that surrounds cells, synthetic ECM hydrogels have been designed that incorporate both proteins and glycosaminoglycans into a single hydrogel matrix. For example, thiol-modified HA or thiol-modified chondroitin sulfate macromers were combined with thiolmodified gelatin macromers, and when reacted with PEG diacrylate, they formed a crosslinked ECM-like microenvironment. 28 These synthetic ECM analogs degraded through hydrolysis of the ester bond associated with the acrylate, and the degree of degradation was dependent on the type of glycosaminoglycans employed. 28 However, both gel compositions rapidly degraded in the presence of hyaluronidase and collagenase. 28 MSCs were encapsulated in the synthetic ECM environments within an osteochondral defect of a rabbit model. 113 The combination of MSCs and the synthetic ECMs resulted in superior tissue regeneration that captured the native zonal architecture of cartilage. 113 Synthetic-based hydrogels PEG-based hydrogels. PEG has been the most widely used synthetic polymer to create macromers for cell encapsulation. A number of studies have used poly(ethylene glycol) di(meth)acrylate to encapsulate a variety of cells. 18, 35, 114, 115 However, PEG hydrogels formed from these macromer precursors are very stable in vitro showing no signs of degradation. The ester bond linking the PEG crosslink with the kinetic chain is susceptible to degradation where degradation may occur slowly in vivo. A recent study by Stosich and Mao 116 implanted human MSC-derived adipogenic cells encapsulated in PEG hydrogels into subcutaneous pockets of athymic nude mice. 116 After 4 weeks postimplantation, lipid vacuoles resembling fatty tissue had formed in gels containing adipogenic cells, while undifferentiated MSCs did not produce any fatty-like tissue. 116 It was noted that the slow-degrading nature of PEG gels, which were formed from PEG diacrylate precursors, was advantageous for regenerating adipose tissue.
Biodegradable PEG hydrogels have been prepared from triblock copolymers of poly(a-hydroxy esters)-b-poly (ethylene glycol)-b-poly(a-hydroxy esters) endcapped with (meth)acrylate functional groups to enable crosslinking. 47 PLA and poly(8-caprolactone) (PCL) have been the most 158 NICODEMUS AND BRYANT commonly used poly(a-hydroxy esters) in creating biodegradable PEG macromers for cell encapsulation. The degradation profile and rate are controlled through the length of the degradable block and the chemistry. 47, 117 The ester bonds may also degrade by esterases present in serum, which accelerates degradation. 56 The degradation of PCL-b-PEGb-PCL hydrogels was temporally controlled by exogenously delivering lipase to match tissue growth for cartilage tissue engineering. 118 Osteoblasts encapsulated in partially degrading PEG gels produced higher amounts of osteopontin and collagen type I gene expression with greater mineralization deposition compared to nondegradable gels. 39 Neural cells encapsulated in PLA-b-PEG-b-PLA hydrogels formed microtissues within the construct consisting of multiple cells, and when significant degradation had occurred, neurite processes extending radially from the microtissues were visible. 119 Together, these studies demonstrate the importance of degradation in macroscopic tissue growth.
More recently, biodegradable PEG hydrogels were fabricated from precursors of PEG-bis-[2-acryloyloxy propanoate], which completely degraded in *5 weeks in PBS at physiological temperatures. 120 The suitability of these new degradable PEG hydrogels for use in tissue engineering applications was demonstrated by encapsulation of fibroblasts. Interestingly, when linear HA was incorporated into these gels to produce semi-interpenetrating networks, the morphology of the encapsulated fibroblasts was markedly different. In PEG gels, a rounded morphology was observed; however, with increasing HA, there was an increase in fibroblast spreading. 120 As an alternative to linear PEG macromers, PEG-based dendrimers of poly(glycerol-succinic acid)-PEG were developed, which contain multiple reactive vinyl groups per PEG molecule. 121 An attractive feature of these materials is the ability to control the degree of branching, which consequently affects the overall structural properties of the hydrogel and its degradation. Degradation will occur through the ester linkages present in the dendrimer backbone. 37 These systems were recently used to encapsulate chondrocytes for cartilage tissue engineering where gels with lowest crosslinking density enabled the greatest amount of tissue deposition compared to gels with higher crosslinking densities. 37 Polyfumarate-based hydrogels. A relatively new class of biodegradable synthetic hydrogels has been developed, which is based on a natural compound, fumarate. 50, [122] [123] [124] 125 Polyfumarate is particularly attractive, because it contains polymerizable vinyl groups and ester linkages that are susceptible to hydrolytic degradation and which break down into fumarate making it an ideal candidate for creating crosslinked and biodegradable hydrogels. 10, 11 In a recent study by Dadsetan et al., 126 activity of encapsulated chondrogenic cells was examined as a function of crosslinking density, which was controlled by changes in OPF or NVP concentrations prior to polymerization. Increasing NVP and/or OPF concentration resulted in increased mechanical strength, decreased swelling, and longer degradation times. Gel crosslinking significantly impacted chondrocyte gene expression and tissue production, where gels with the highest crosslinking density impeded tissue growth. To create a more native environment in these synthetic hydrogels, MSCs were initially entrapped in gelatin microparticles prior to encapsulation in OPF gels. 127 This strategy was employed for cartilage tissue engineering and led to an increase in cartilage-specific matrix gene expression and matrix production when compared to MSCs entrapped directly in OPF gels. 127 Phosphoester. Another class of biodegradable hydrogels has been recently developed based on polyphosphoesters or polyphosphates where the phosphoester linkage is susceptible to hydrolytic degradation resulting in the release of phosphate. 51, 52, 125, 128 For example, a phosphoester was incorporated into the backbone of a crosslinkable PEG macromer, poly(ethylene glycol)-di-[ethylphosphatidyl (ethylene glycol) methacrylate] (PhosPEG-dMA), to form a biodegradable hydrogel that was partially degraded when placed in PBS at 378C for 9 weeks. 52 Interestingly, the addition of alkaline phosphatase, an ECM component synthesized by bone cells, enhanced degradation, indicating an enzymatic degradation mechanism. 51 Another interesting attribute of this hydrogel is its degradation product, phosphoric acid, which readily reacts with calcium ions in the medium to produce insoluble calcium phosphate inducing autocalcification within the hydrogels. 51 More recently, poly(6-aminoethyl propylene phosphate), a polyphosphoester, was modified with methacrylates to create multivinyl macromers where the degradation rate was controlled by the degree of derivitization of the polyphosphoester polymer. 125 Goat MSCs were successfully encapsulated in this gel, and in the presence of osteogenic medium, mineralization was present throughout the hydrogel. 125 These gels are particularly attractive for bone tissue engineering where the degradation products facilitate bone deposition in the construct, which may subsequently influence cellular functions.
Biomimetic hydrogels
Synthetic hydrogels are hydrophilic and generally inert polymers, which resist protein adhesion and do not support cell interactions with the hydrogel. Therefore, synthetic hydrogels offer a great platform with which to create a structural 3D support system where bioactive cues may be incorporated into the hydrogel in a highly controlled manner. Many studies have incorporated bioactive moieties into synthetic networks by the addition of larger molecules, such as whole proteins, or short oligopeptides. The latter method eliminates the need to maintain the protein's bioactive structure during modification (e.g., during the addition of CELL ENCAPSULATION IN BIODEGRADABLE HYDROGELS reactive groups to the peptide to enable covalent linking into the network) and allows for better control over cellular signals presented in the hydrogel.
The incorporation of short bioactive oligopeptide sequences into biodegradable hydrogels has been achieved through several mechanisms. For radical chain polymerizations, peptides have been tethered to a monovinyl group by reacting free amines on the peptide with acryloyl-PEG-Nhydroxysuccinimide. 129 Alternatively, oligopeptides have been synthesized with thiol containing cysteine residues, which readily react with vinyl groups through Michael-type addition to enable incorporation into the network. For example, RGD containing a single cysteine enables tethering of RGD to the network, 130 while multiple cysteines enable RGD to be embedded in the crosslink. 31 The cell adhesion oligopeptide RGD has been the most widely studied. Other bioactive functionalities have been incorporated into the network to target a specific cellular function. For example, dexamethasone was tethered to a PEG hydrogel through hydrolytically degradable PLA linkages for controlled and localized release of osteogenic factors for MSC differentiation. 43 When a collagen adhesive oligopeptide sequence was incorporated into synthetic PEG hydrogels for cartilage tissue engineering, matrix production was significantly enhanced when compared to pure PEG hydrogels. 131 This finding was attributed to an enhanced localization of collagen in the pericellular matrix, which led to a more native environment surrounding the cell. 131 Cells naturally produce proteolytic enzymes, which play key roles in cell migration and tissue remodeling. Several approaches have been used to incorporate cell-mediated degradation sequences into the crosslinks of synthetic hydrogels. Oligopeptides that are susceptible to enzyme degradation, for example, by matrix MMPs or plasmin, have been modified with multiple reactive moieties to enable crosslinking into the network either through chain polymerization 18 or step-growth polymerization. 130 Lutolf and Hubbell 132 incorporated a combination of cell-recognizable sequences into synthetic networks that enabled cell migration only when both RGD-and MMP-sensitive crosslinkers were present. Chondrocytes were encapsulated in a proteolytically degradable PEG hydrogel, which was formed by reacting a four-or eight-arm PEG-vinylsulfone with a dithiol MMPsensitive crosslinker. An increase in the number of PEG arms in the PEG macromer resulted in gels with increased crosslinking density as evident by an increase in the elastic modulus and decreased swelling. Tissue was localized in the pericellular regions of the hydrogel, but was more diffuse in gels with lower crosslinking. In addition, cartilage ECM gene expression was significantly higher in lower crosslinked gels containing the MMP crosslinker, compared to gels fabricated with a nondegradable crosslinker. More recently, He and Jabbari 133 developed a degradable hydrogel where poly(lactide ethylene oxide fumarate) macromers were reacted with an MMP-degradable diacrylate crosslinker to create a bimodal degradable hydrogel for bone marrow stromal cells. Significant degradation occurred by 15 days when treated with MMP-13; however, when a non-MMPsensitive crosslinker was employed, little hydrolytic degradation was observed by 15 days.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Encapsulating cells in biodegradable hydrogels offers numerous attractive features for tissue engineering, including ease of handling where cells are simply mixed in a solution prior to gelation enabling a highly uniform cell seeding, a highly hydrated tissue-like environment, and the ability to form in vivo. In addition, many of the properties important to the design of a scaffold, for example, swelling, mechanical properties, degradation, and diffusion, are closely linked to the crosslinked structure of the hydrogel, which is controlled through a variety of different processing conditions. For example, changes in the macromer molecular weight, macromer concentration in solution prior to polymerization, or macromer functionality will affect the final gel structure and its degradation. Degradation may be tuned by incorporating hydrolytically or enzymatically labile segments into the hydrogel or by employing natural biopolymers that are susceptible to enzymatic degradation. Finally, a nice attribute of hydrogels is the fact that multiple chemistries can be incorporated into the network with high fidelity through modifications with crosslinkable functionalities.
A number of cells have been encapsulated in biodegradable hydrogels for a wide range of tissue engineering applications, but the most common applications have been in cartilage and bone tissue engineering. We have learned from multiple studies that the crosslinked structure controls ECM diffusion and plays a pivotal role in macroscopic tissue development. Lower molecular weight ECM molecules secreted by the cells can diffuse into the extracellular spaces of the hydrogel and lay down the foundation for new tissue development, but it is not until sufficient degradation occurs before larger ECM molecules, namely, collagen, are able to diffuse. Therefore, a challenge that faces hydrogel designers is controlling the gel structure and closely matching its degradation to ECM secretion. Temporal control over the degradation, such as in the case of exogenously delivering enzymes to control degradation, offers the ability to control the network structure such that sufficient tissue is secreted and deposited in the hydrogel network before complete degradation. In cell-mediated degradation strategies, cells locally degrade the network, providing localized open space for new tissue deposition without degrading the bulk hydrogel. The latter two strategies may enable us to overcome many of the hurdles by promoting macroscopic tissue growth in crosslinked hydrogels. In summary, hydrogels offer great promise in designing suitable environments that provide not only a structural support for cells and new tissue growth, but also harness a variety of biological cues to promote differentiation and new tissue growth.
